
Docket No. 50-AQ
FEB 33 1973

"

Niagara ftohawk Power Corporation
ATTN: ttr.. John J. Brosnan

Vice President O'Chfef Engineer
300 Erie Boulevard Mest
Syracuse, New York 13202.

Gentlemen:

In order that ue may continue our review of your application
for a license to construct the Hfne Nile Point Nuclear Station
Unit 2 additional fnformatfon fs requfred. The fnformation
requested fs described in the enclosure and pertains to the
different sections of the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report.
The sections are the folio>Ange 2.0 Site," 5.0 Containment,
9.0 Radioactive Maste Systems, 10.0 Auxf'lunary Systems, 'l2.0
Station Structures and Shfeldfng, Appendix C Equipment Design
Criteria, and Appendix D gualfty Assurance..

The majorfty of the questions in the enclosure represent
"second-round" clarifjcatfon questions requesting addftfonal
fnfomation on certain responses which were not satisfactory.
In this type of question, reference is made to the number of
the original question for clarity and the questions fn the
enclosure are numbered fn serfatfmt..fifth previous requests
for information. In Appendix C, however', the questions are
numbered fn sequence with. previous requests s>fthfn the sub-
heading topics.

In order to maintain our licensing revfe>( schedule, we will
need a completely adequate response to all enclosed questions
by April 5, 1973. Please inform us vifthfn 7 days after receipt
of this'etter of your confirmation of the schedule date or
the date"yourvlill be able to meet. If you cannot meet our
speciffed date or ifyour reply fs not fully responsive to our
request,-ft is highly likely that the overall schedule for com-
pleting -the licensing revfew for the project wfll have to be
extended. Since reassignment of the'taff's efforts will require
completion of the new assignment prior to returning to this
project, the extent of the extension will most likely be greater
than the delay fn your response
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Please contact us if you have any questions regarding the
information requested.

Sincerely,

original signed by
Robert A.Clarit ~

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Gas Cooled Reactors Branch
Directorate of Licensing

Enclosure:
Request for Additional

Information

cc: Arvin E. Upton, Esq.
Eugene B. Thomas, Jr., Esq.
James P. McGranery, Jr., Esq.
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby 5 t1acRae
1821 Jefferson Place, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20036

J. Bruce MacDonald, Esq., Deputy
Commissioner and Counsel

New York State Department of
Commerce

99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12210

Ns. Suzanne Weber
78 West seneca Street
Oswego, New York 13126

Ecology Action
c/o Nr. Richard Goldsmith
Syracuse University

College of Law
E. I. White Hall, Campus
Syracuse, New Yprk 13210

Distribution:
AEC PDR

Local PDR
'ocketFile
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R. S. Boyd
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D. F. Knuth
R. R. Maccaay
R. L. Tedesco
J. R. Sears
R. K. Frahm
R. Kirkwood
F. Rosa
N. S. Dunnenfeld
F. S.,Ashe
R. A. Kornasiewicz
E. H. Narkee
E. F. Hawkins
L. G. Hulman
J. E.'ohler
W. E. Nisbhan
D. G. Murphy
R. B. McMullen
F. J. Congel
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CCp /r UNlTED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

I

FEB 23 1973

Docket No. 50-410

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
ATTN: Mv. John J. Brosnan

Vice President & Chief Engineer
300 prie Boulevard West
Syracuse, New York 13202

Gentlemen:

In order that we may continue our review of your application
for a license to construct the Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station
Unit 2 additional information is required. The information
requested is described in the enclosure and pertains to the
different sections of the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report.
'The sections are the following: 2.0 Site, 5.0 Containment,
9.0 Radioactive Waste Systems, 10.0 Auxiliary Systems, 12.0
Station Structures and Shielding, Appendix C Equipment Design
Criteria, and Appendix D guality Assurance.

The majority of the questions in the enclosure represent
"second-round" clarification questions requesting additional
information on certain responses which weve not satisfactory.
In this type of question, reference is made to the number of
the original question for clarity and the questions in the
enclosure are numbeved in seriatim with previous requests
for information. In Appendix C, however, the questions ave
numbered in sequence with previous requests within the sub-
heading topics. f

In order to maintain our licensing review schedule, we will
need a completely adequate response to all enclosed questions

~by April 5, 1973. Please inform us within 7 days after receipt
of %is letter of your confirmation of the schedule date or
the date you will be able to meet. If you cannot meet our
specified date or if your reply is not fully responsive to our
request, it is highly likely that the overall schedule for com-
pleting the licensing review for the project will have to be
extended. Since reassignment of the staff's efforts will require
completion of the new assignment prior to returning to this
project, the extent of the extension will most. likely be greater
than the delay in your response.





&2'lease

contact us if you havd'any questions regarding the
information requested.

Sincer ely,

Enclosure;
Request for Additional

Information

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Gas Cooled Reactors Branch
Directorate of Licensing

/

cc: Arvin E. Upton, Esq.
Eugene B. Thomas, Jr., Esq.
James P. McGranery, Jr., Esq.
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby & MacRae
'1821 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

J. Bruce MacDonald, Esq., Deputy
Commissioner and Counsel

New York State Department of
Commerce

99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12210

- Ms. Suzanne Weber
78 West Seneca Street
Oswego, New York 13126

Ecology Action
c/o Mr. Richard Goldsmith
Syracuse University': 'ollege of Law
E. I.:White Hall, Campus
Syracuse, New York 13210





RE VEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORPORATION

NINE 'MILE POINT NUCLEAR STATION-2

DOCKET NO. 50-410

2.0 SITE

2.21

2.22

I

2.23

2.24

2.25

2.26

Discuss any activity unrelated to the operation of either
Nine Mile Point Unit 1, Unit 2, or James A. FitzPatrick Plant
that occurs within the exclusion area.

What is the closest point from the Nine Mile Point 2 site at
which either public swimning, boating, or fishing could take
place2

Describe the effect that an explosion originating from hydrogen
stored at the plant would have on the engineered safety systems.

The response to guestion 2.16 is not adequate. The information
required is a specific description of a continuing,'nsite
meteorological measurements program as referred to in Safety
Guide 23 and portions of 10 CFR referenced therein. This should
include .the exact location of the proposed meteorological tower,
the location 'of the meteorological instruments on the tower, the
specific'ype of instrument, instrument accuracy and response
specifications, provisions for monitoring and data processing,
and proposed instrument maintenance procedures.

The response to Ouestion 2.17 is not satisfactory. An inspection
of the term in the Gaussian diffusion equation that relates
effective pl~me height (H) to the concentration i.e'., exp
[-0.5 (H/4„.) ] shows that the concentration varies exponentially
with the square of the effective plume height. For example
(referring to Table R2.17-1, page R2.17-1 of Supplement 6), at
a distance of four miles to the south under Pasquill type "F"
(moderately stable) atmospheric stability conditions with the
vertical diffusion co-efficient (N~) equal to 38 meters, the
numerical value of the exponential 'term above is 5.8xlo-'3 for an
effective plume height of 400 feet and 3.6xl0-1 for an effective
plume hei;ght of 180 feet. This is a difference of, two orders
of magnitude. Such differences cannot be considered negligible;
and, therefore, provide the annual average X/0 values as
a function of distance from the stack out to fi've miles.

Provide the atmospheric dispersion (X/g) for both accident
(short-term) and routine. (long-term) releases as indicated in
sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 of the Standard Format and Content of
Safet Anal sis Re orts for Nuclear Power P ants Revision





5.0 CONTAINMENT

5.32

5.33

5.34

5.35

Indicate the time necessary to activate the Standby Gas
Treatment System and bring the secondary containment to a
subatmospheric condition following a high radiation signal.

Discuss in further detail whether the floor seal material
(EPDM) tests performed, and those currently in progress,
include the typical butt joint, including the .uncured rubber,
fabric reinforcement and adhesive after vulcanizing. If this
joint is not,included in this test, discuss your plans for joint
testing. Also describe the experience with the use of this joint
in similar applications and joint life time.

Describe in further detail the sensitivity of the drywell to
suppression chamber leakage test and how an assigned leakage
rage is attributed to the floor seals. In this connection
also discuss the effects on long-term seal functionability as
effected by (a) construction tolerances at the joint (state
values) f'r elevation difference, eccentricity and gap width,
and (b) differential movement between the floor and the primary
containment wall.
Indicate the methods that will be taken for sealing the
potential bypass leakage paths between the drywell and -.

suppression chamber. Among those identified (guestion
5.14) consideration should be given to (a) surface coating
which will seal the drywell*floor and (b) seals located
between the metallic downcomers and the concrete drywell
floor .

5.36 Provide a detail drawing of the downcomer assembly and the
accompanying description of the following design features:
(a) The anchoring of the downcomers to the floor which also

depicts the measures taken to mitigate bypass leakaqe.
(b) The lateral restraint structure which will assure functional

performance of the downcomer under seismic and blowdown
conditions.

5.37

5.38

Discuss the characteristics controlling the design of the
containment liner and its anchorage to the concrete, including
identification and consideration of all loadings.

Describe the effect of a combined seismic event with the loss-
of-coolant accident on the structural integrity of (a) the seal
and (b) the 'floor seal welded assembly attached to the contain-
ment liner.

5.39 Describe the method of calculating the Nine Mile Point-2 peak
differential pressure and demonstrate that it is conservative.





5.40 The response to guestion 5.9 is not satisfactory. For each
exception to the General Design Criteria (GDC) 55, 56, and
57., include a description of the valve function, related
system function and assessment of importance to safety with
regards to isolation versus function. In addition, supply
the following:

5.41

(a) Provide diagrams of the containment isolation valve
arrangements. Indicate the function of each pipeline
and valve.

C

(b) Revise Table 7.2-1 showing (a) more completely the
isolation as is provided, and (b) symbols/footnotes
to identify engineered safety features and related
systems.

(c) Provide the distances that each of the external valves
are, located from the containment or the criteria that will
be used in locating these valves. The GDC requires that
isolation valves outside the containment shall be located
as close to the containment as practical.

(d) Show that all lines penetrating containment, including
the isolation valves (they represent an extension of
containment), are at least guality Group B. All small
lines, such as test and vent lines which penetrate con-
tainment, are not shown on Figure C-1 and cannot be
correlated with Table C-10. Also Table C-10 does not
include many of the isolation valves as part of the
isolation system.

(e) Technical support, including leakage surveillance
requirement, is required for the use of a relief
valve as an inside isolation valve (see Figure 5.4-8,
line from nitrogen inerting supply).

With regards .to your response to guestion 5.9, note the following:

(a) In paragraph 56.1, 56.3, 56.4 and 56.5, a single isolation
valve, violates active redundancy requirements of GDC-56.

(b) The check or test -lines and startup and shutdown lines
which penetrate containment are routed to the, suppression
pool. This does not conform to GDC (See figures 4.6-1A,
4.7-1,, 6.4-1, 6.4-3 and 6.4-4A).

Provide a.diagram of the second joint which shows the cir-
cumferential'joining of the ends of the torus which makes up
the seal body (Figure R5.14-1 shows only the seal joint at
the inner radius of the torus).





5.42 Discuss the test sensitivity for detection of leakage from
the drywell to the suppression chamber. Justify that sufficient
margin exists with respect to the minimum acceptable leakage
area determined in response to guestion 5.17 (approximately
0.06 ft2).

5.43 The Bodega Bay and Humbolt Bay tests, which were conducted
with single vacuum breakers, showed that frequent vacuum
breaker valve operation was required to prevent or minimize
oscillations of fluid in the downcomers. Discuss and relate
how these test results may be applied to double valve operation.

5.44 Present a 'transient analysis of the potential water oscillations
in the downcomer and demonstrate that unacceptable consequences
will not occur.

5.45 Provide in detail the assumptions (including empirical factors),
method of 'analysis, and equations used in determining the number
and size of the vacuum breakers.

5.46 Provide the following additional information related to the
analysis of the maximum bypass area for a primary system break
area equivalent to 0.4 ft :

(a) Describe the specific corrective action or actions which
may be taken by the operator to prevent containment over
pressurization.

(b) Provide a figure showing the drywell and suppression
chamber pressure versus time or a corresponding descrip-
tion which shows:

(i) the time the suppression chamber reaches 30 psig
(ii) the drywell pressure at 10 minutes after the time

-that the suppression chamber reached 30 psig
(iii) the time that the design pressure is reached in the

drywell
(iv) the time after initiation of the sprays that they

~ become effective, so that the subsequent rise in
drywell pressure and turn-around from the peak
pressure is depicted or described.

(c) State the consideration given to the partial effectiveness
of the sprays for break areas up to 0.4 ft2.

(d) Discuss the impact of downcomer submergence, on maximum
bypass area for the spectrum of break sizes where
operator action is required.





5.47 Provide in further detail the assumptions used in determining
the steam'ilution effect on combustible gas concentration.
Describe the maximum possible cooling of containment atmosphere,
and the corresponding'lowest possible steam concentration.

5.48 Justify your proposed valve arrangement in the suppression
chamber gas sampling lines which indicates that a single
valve failure will result in loss of sampling capability.
Safety Guide 7 indicates that active'edundancy should be
provided.

5.49 Provide a drawing that shows the arrangement of the vacuum
relief line and valve located on the safety/relief valve
discharge line (as discussion on REVAB in the PSAR, page
4.3-5).





9.0'RADIOACTIVE'WASTE SYSTEMS

9.9 In answer to guestion 9.1, page R9.1-14, you state that 0.3
Ci/unit per start up will be released from mechanical vacuum
pumps. Verify and/or justify this number since Dresden
experience indicates higher release.





0'0.0

AUXILIARYSYSTEMS

10.54 The'es ponse to AEC guestion No. 10.36 states that fire protection
in the control room consists of cross-zoning, automatic Halon 1301
extinguishing system. Halon 1301 gas is colorless, odorless and
may create a hazard to personnel due to oxygen deficiency, anesthesia,
or the formation of toxic decomposition products. Discuss the
possibility that personnel may be trapped in or enter this atmos-
phere. Include in the discussion suitable safeguards to preclude
this situation, to ensure evacuation will not be required, and the
means provided for the prompt rescue of personnel.

10.55

10.56

10.57

The communication system is designed to provide effective com-
munications between vital plant areas during standby, normal, and
refueling operations. From the information provided, it is not
clear that effective comaunication can be provided during accident
or incident conditions when maximum potential noise levels (blow-
down) are obtained. Provide a discussion of the. communication
systems capability to provide effective cowlunications between
all vital plant areas during the full spectrum of accidents having
high potential noise levels.

Provide a tabulation of all valves in the reactor coolant pressure
boundary and in other seismic Category I systems (per Safety Guide
29)~ e.g., safety valves, relief valves, stop valves, stop-check
valves, control valves whose operation is relied upon either to assure
safe plant shutdown or to mitigate the consequences of a transient
or accident. The tabulation should identify the system in whichit is installed, the type and size of valves, the actuation type(s),
and the environmental design criteria to which the valves are qualified,
as stated in the design specification.

Provide a detailed description of an operability assurance program
for confirming that ASME Class 1, 2 and 3 active", valves 2 inches
and greater in nominal pipe size will function prop'erly under normal,
emergency and faulted plant conditions.** This program may include
either the in-situ application of vibratory devices to superimpose
the vibratory loadings on the valve operator and associated mounted
devices or laboratory or shop testing under equivalent simulated
loadings that will ensure valve operability. The test program may
be based upon selectively testing a representative number of active
valves in the piping system according to valve type, accident load
level, size, etc. on a prototype basis.

*Active valves are those whose operability is relied upon to perform
a safety function such as safe shutdown of the reactor or mitigation
of the consequences of a postulated pipe break in the reactor coolant
pressure boundary.

**Normal, Energency and Faulted Plant Conditions relate to the loadings,
and environment under which the valve is required to open or close during
normal operation, emergency incidents and postulated. faults (accidents)
which affect the system in which the valve is installed.

I



0



12.0 STATION STRUCTURES AND SHIELDING

12.19 Section 12.3.5 provides a description of design bases tornado-
borne missiles considered for this facility. Heing consistent
with the information provided in Section 12.0 of the PSAR, expand
the spectrum of tornado missiles considered to include the
following:

l. 4 in x.l2 in plank x 12 ft long with density of 50 lbs/ft ;

2. Utility pole 13.5 in dia x 35 ft long with a density of 43
lbs/ft>;

3. 1 in solid steel rod 3 ft long with a density of 490 lbs/ft;
4. 3 in„schedule 40 pipe, 15 ft long with a density of 490 lbs/ft;
5. 6 in„schedule 40 pipe, f5 ft long with a density of 490 lbs/ft;
6. 12 in,schedule 40 pipe, 15 ft long with a density of 490 lbs/ft

I,

For each of the above tornado-borne missiles provide the following
informatio'n:

a. The maximum velocity and height attained. Assume in the
analyses that each of the missiles originate at ground level
and at the highest structural elevation on the site, capable
of producing each missile.

b. The thickness'f a reinforced concrete missile barrier
necessary to stop the mitsiles without their penetrating
the missile barrier. Discuss the adequacy of all tornado-
missile barriers protecting systems and components necessary
for safe shutdown.

c. The required thickness of a reinforced concrete missiles barrier
to preclude the generation of secondary missiles-- within the
structure.

J

d. Discuss the effect that secondary missiles would have on safety
related equipment and systems in the event that they occur.

In developing the above information you could use the analytical
approach presented in Tornado Protection for the Spent Fuel Storage
Pool, APED 5696, with the following exceptions, assume the missiles
do not tumble and are at all times oriented such as to have the
maximum value of CdA/W while in flight.





C.O E UIPMENT DESIGN CRITERIA

C. 1 Protection A ainst D namic Effects Associated With The Postulated
u ure 0 1 n

C.1.2

C.1.3

The response to guestion C.l.l is not satisfactory.
Show that the criteria for determining (1) the systems
in which breaks are postulated to occur, (2) the break
-locations in the systems, and (3) the break orientation
at the break locations in your response conform with
the criteria shown in Table 1 which have been found
acceptable for recent reviews.

The description concerning dynamic analysis methods
, and procedures is not detailed enough for a conclusive
evaluation. Provide a more detailed formulation.

C.2 Seismic Desi n In ut Criteria

C.3

C.2.5

Seismic

C.3.6

Response to guestion C.2.4 is not satisfactory. To
seismically analyze and design structures, equipment and
components, two horizontal components and one vertical

, component of ground motion are used for analyses. The
square root of the sum of the square of the stresses
is u'sed to combine stresses from all three components.
Demonstrate your conformance with this criteria.

S stem Anal sis
S

The criteria used to account for composite damping in
a coupled system with different elements as described
in: the 'response of guestion C.3.4 is not satisfactory.
The composite damping should be calculated based upon
the strain energy (proportional to the stiffness matrix)

,.for each mode in different elements. Demonstrate your
conformance with this criteria.

C.4 Seismic Subs stem Anal sis

C.4.7 Regarding the response to guestion C.4.1, modal
responses of closely spaced frequencies should be
combined on an absolute sum basis for structures and
coiiiponents listed in Tables C-10a and C-10b when a

~ response spectrum modal analysis method is used.
: Indicate your intention to conform with this criteria.





C.4.8 The response to guestion C.4.6 is not satisfactory.
A minimum factor of 1.50 should be applied to peak
spectrum values to obtain equivalent static loads in
the simplified analysis of equipment and components.
Provide detail dynamic analyses to demonstrate that
the contribution of all significant dymanic modes of
response under seismic excitation have been includedif a factor of less than 1.50 is used.

C.5 Seismic Instrumentation Pro ram

C.7

C.5.3

C.5.4

0 namic

C.7.8

The response to guestion C.5.1 is not satisfactory.
Provide for additional supporting instrumentation
that provides adequate data for verification of
calculated siesmic responses and sufficient infor-
mation to decide whether the plant can continue to
be operated safely in the event of an earthquake.
In addition to peak recording accelerographs described,
include instrumentation that provides a spectrum of

'easured responses (such as multi-element seismoscopes)
to be located at the containment basement.

With regards to the response to guestion C.5.2, modify
the plan for the utilization of the data obtained from

.the seismic instrumentation to include criteria for the
~ following:

1. Verification of the mathematical model used in the
analysis.

2. Verification of damping constants used.

S stem Anal sis and Testin

Supplement your response to guestion C.7.1 by pro-
viding the following:
(a) Verify that the design of reactor internal

structures and the core flow conditions are
similar to Browns Ferry-l, the designated
prototype plant, and identify the differences,if any.

(b) Describe the confirmatory test program, including
the procedures of conducting the testing and
inspection, expecially those which are unique
to the Boiling Water Reactors.

(c) Identify your intention to conduct prototype
testing if no prototype plant is available
prior to conducting the confirmatory testing.





C.7.9

C.7.10

C.7.11

Provide a list of documents and applicable references
for supporting the statement in your response to
guestion C.7.2. The list should include the sources of
information concerning (a) LOCA forcing function, (b)
mathematical model of reactor internal structures, and
(c) response of internals to a simultaneous occurrence
of LOCA and Safe Shutdown Earthquake.

The response to guestion C.7.3 presents a partially
acceptable basis to confirm the structural design of

. the piping and piping restraints. Table 2 entitled
"Confirmatory Component Vibration Program",presents
the basis for a fully acceptable program. Indicate
your intention to conform with this'osition.
I

The, response to guestion C.7.4 is not acceptable.If an inelastic theory is to be used in the analysis
of components and supports listed in Table C-10a,
provide a complete 'description of this technique
including a demonstration of its compatibility with
the system dynamic analysis.

Desi n of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundar Com onents

C.11.8

C.11.9

The .response to guestion C.ll.5 is'ot satisfactory.
Table 3 summarizes the limits which were found
acceptable in recent reviews. Unless you propose
to adop't these design limits, provide the basis
for using any limit that exceeds those listed which
will demonstrate the adequacy of the design safety
margins.'he

response to guestion C.11.-7 is not adequate.
. Note 1 has been added to Table C-2(b) (Stone and
Webster) of the PSAR concerning compliance with
10 CFR 50.55a but not to Table C-2(a) (GE). Apply
this note to both Tables. Also, many of the code
cases still listed in Table C-14 have been annulled
and are no longer available for use. Some of these
are 1406, 1415, 1425, 1430, 1440, 1441, 1442, 1443,
1447, 1459, 1464, 1465, 1466, 1482, 1483, 1486, 1491,
1495, 1501, and 1404.. These cases should be deleted

, from Table C-14.





0.0 UIIALIIYASSURANCE

D.31 Figure D.2-1 of the PSAR for NMP-2 shows the Manager of Quality
Assurance reporting to the NMPC Engineering Vice President.
Figure D.2-1 of Supplement No. 5 shows the Manager of Quality
Assurance reporting two administrative levels lower to the
Engineering Manager. Provide your justification for this
apparent depreciation of the QA function and show how this
revised organization meets the independence requirements of
Criterion I of Appendix B. In addition, describe the role of
the Supervisor of Quality Control and his staff relative to
that of the, Manager of Quality Assurance, the Engineering
Manager, and the NMP-2 Project QA Supervisor. Also describe
the duties of the staff of NMPC's Manager of Quality Assurance,
and those of the engineering personnel reporting to the NMPC

Supervisor of Quality Control.

D.32 The response to Question D.9 does not discuss your hold or
control point system for design review and calculation review.
Provide a description of the measures invoked to require and
assure, on a systematic and preplanned basis, that desiqn reviews
which involve participation of NMPC and its major contractors are
scheduled in advance and satisfactorily implemented.

D.33 The response to Question D.23 does not provide sufficient infor-
mation on the calibration program. Describe the provisions and
responsibility for control of nonconformances of mea'suring and test
equipment, 'the provisions for evaluation of the calibration
frequency interval, the recall system, and the corrective action
system implemented relative to measuring and test equipment.
Describe .the reference standards and company calibration specifi-
cations implemented by NMPC, S8W, and GE in carrying out the
calibration program.





TABLE 1

'CRITERIA FOR PIPE WHIP PROTECTION

1/-
l. ASHE Section III Code Class 1 piping breaks should be postulated tn

2/
occur at thc follow!i»g locatio'ns in each piping run or branch run:

'thc tcrmi.nal endo, and

any intermediate locations i>etveen terminal ends c;here thc primary

plus secondary stress intensities S (circumferential or longi-
n

tudi»a3.) derived on an clast:ically calculated basis under thc
3/

loadin'is.associated vith specified seismic events, nd opcracio»
I>/ 5/

plant condit:iona exceeds 2.0 S for 'ferritic'tee3 ance 2.4 S

for austeniti.c steel, and

Co any intermediate locations bct!!ccn tcrni»al cnd.". t;1 are the cu;tulative
6/

usage factor (l!) derived from the piping fatigue analysis under t: he

loadings associated arith specified .,cismic events and operational

plant condit:iona exceed 0.1, and

Piping is a pressure ret.sining co:;,!>o»ent consi'tin„of st':raight: or cur.c
pipe and pipe fittings (c.g., cll>o!>s, tees, and reducers).

A piping run intcrconnects compo»cnts such as pres. ur" vessels, pumps, an
valves that; act: to restrai» pipe mover!e>tt beyond tl>at: rccl>.ired for dc< ".;n
thermal displacement. A branch run differs from a pipin;;, run only in that
i.t originates it a piping intersection, as a branch of the main pipe run.

S ecificd eismic events are earthqua!:cs t:hat produce at 3cast 50 percent
of thc vibratory motion of the Sa|c Shutdo<!n Earthqu l'e.

Operational plant condition inc3u<le normal reactor operation, upset co»da-
t:ions (c.g., anticipnt:ed operat:io»al. occurrences) and t.e ting conditi.ons.

S<! i.. th>.'esi(.n stress intensity as specified in Section III of the AS!E
l'oiler -and Prcssure %us: >=I Cod~.

U i., thc cu:::u3ative u::;!ge factor as specified in Sect:ion XIX of thu AS'~
Boiler a»d I'tonsure Vessel Code.





d.". at intermediate locations in addition to those determined by

regulatory. positions l.b. and l.c. above, selected on a reason-
'.7/

able basis as necessary to provide protection. As a minimum,

there should bc two intermediate locat:ions for each piping run

.- or branch run.

2. ASi!E Section III Code Class 2 and 3 piping brea!:s should be postulated

to occur at: the following locations in each piping run or branch run:

a. the t:erminal ends, and

b. any intermediate locat.ions between terminal ends'nere either the

circumferent:ial or longitudinal stres es derived on an elastically
/

calculated basis und'er the loadings associated with specified

seismic events and operational plant conditions exceed 0.8 (Sh

8/+ SA)-

c. if a fatigue analysis is performed, any intermediate locations

between terminal antis where the cumulative usage factor (U) under

the loadings associated i~ith specified seismic. events and operational

plant conditions exceeds O.l, and

A reasonable basis for locating interne.liate piping brealts should consider
factors such as '(1) points of mazimurn stress intensity and/or cu;.>ulative
usage factors (ex'eluding terminal ends) in the piping run or. branch run, (2)
length of the p'iping run or branch run over which no'protective measures
against pipe ~chipping are, provided, and (3) change. in coo'rdinatc plane
(J.e., X-'7, Y-/, and X-7) of the piping run or brunch faun as determined by
tracing the run rrorn both directions st"rting at each 'terminal entl.

Sl is t:hc atro'ss c'alcula<ed by the ru]cs of >lC-3FOO and:.10-3600 for Class
7 and 3 cornponujts, respectively, of the AS':t'-'otlc Section 1:1I Hinter 1972
heir assai
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~ d. intermediate locations in addition to these determined l>y regulatory,

positions R.b. an<i 2,c, abnvc, selected on reasonab3.«bnsi.s'as

necessary„ to prov5de protection, As a minimum, there should be two

intermc<liate 3.ocations for each piping run or branch run.

3. The following types of brea!<s should be postulated at the locations

identified by regulatory po.,itions 1 and 2 above:

e/
a. longitudinal breaks in piping runs and branch runs 4 inches

nominal pipe size and 3.argcr, and

10/
b. circumferential breaks in piping runs and branch runs exceeding

1 inch nominal pipe size.

4. Provision for restraint a„': inst p9pe whipping as a r<.suit of the

design basis breaks postulated L'o occur at the 3ocatinns spccif5cd

under rc<,"ulatory positions 1 and 2 above need not be provided for

piping where:

a. both of the Collowing piping syst: em conditions are met:

(1) the 'design temperature 5.s 200'P or. less, and

(2) thc des5,gn pressure 5.s 275 psig or less, or

. 9/ Longitudinal breaks are para3.1cl to the pipe a::is and oriented at any
point around thc pipe circumFercnce. Ti>e break arcs:is equal to the sum
of the effcct5ve cross-serti<»>al flow >tea upstream of 'the. brcak location
an<! downstream of thc brcak locate<>n nr is eq<>al to a different: brcak
area determined by test data wi>ich <!efiucs the br<;ak ~Icomc~ry. l)yn mic
forces res<>lting from such brc:.l''s are . s::umed to cause lateral pipe move-
mcnts in L'h<. direction normal to the pipe axis.

10/ Circumferential breaks arc perpendicular to tl>e pipe axis. and the break
area 5 s cou ivo lc>:t to thc uter«a s. cro...4" scc ti!~a'IJl area ol Lhc ru!> Lui.ud
pipe. l)ynamic forces rcsultin<; 1.'rom such breaks are a'sumo<1 to separ.".tc
thc p5!>in„axlnl3y, and cau:;«whipping in auy direction normal to thc
p5.pQ'xis ~
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b. the piping is physicall separated (or isolated) from other

piping or components by protective bari5ers, or restrained from

whipping by plant design features, such as concrete encasement,

or
a

c. following a single brcak, the unrestraino<l pipe movement of

either end of the ruptured pipe in any direction about a plastic

hinge formed at the nearest pipe whip restraint cannot damage
is/

any structure, system, or component important to safoty, or.

12/
d. the energy associated with the whipping pipe can be demonstrated

13/
to be insufficient to 'mpair thc safety function of any struc-

ture, system, or component important to safety to an unacceptable
I

level.

See 10 CPR Part 50 hppcndix A, "General Design Critoria for ',!uclcar Power
Plants."

The determination of thi» cncrgy may take into account
tinns (e.g., flow limiter) between thc pres"u"c ourco
and the effects of either single-ended or double-ended
applicable.

any line re..tric-
and brcak location,
flow con.litions, as

A whipp5ng pi;)c should be consido1 cd as .ufficicnt to rupture an impac.ed
13/

pipe of smaller. nominal pipe size and lighter wall thickno.,s.





TABLE.2 '

, CONFIRMATORY COMPONENT VIBRATION 'ROGRAM

t

1+ A confirmatory vibration compdnent test program is required. The~

test program should be submitted for review by the Commission priori
to the performance of the scheduled, startqp functional te5ts.

The'onfirmatory vibration component testing should be" conducted
during startup functional testing on all Category I piping systems
and piping restraints except AStlE Class 3 to confirm that these
components hav'e been designed to withstand the dynamic loadings
from operational transient conditions that will be encountered
during service.

If excess'ive vibration is noted under the imposed transient loadiqgs
of (b) below, 'either restraints should be installed and the lack'8

'esponseco'nfirmed by a repeated noninstrumented test program, or
an instrumented test program ehould be performed.; A'escription
should be provided specifying the cr'iteria that will,be used to
determine" if excessive vibration exists. 'The instrumented test
program should include:

a.
' brief description of the component vibration test program,

including instrumentation types and their location,'hich.
will be used for measurement of vibration responses when
excessive vibration is present in the co'mponent under the
transient loadings.

b< . the desciiption of different flow modes of operation and
transients to which the components will be sub)ected during
the test, such, as pump trips, valve closures, etc. For example,
the transients associated with the Reactor Coolant System heatup
tests'hould include, but not necessarily be limited to:

(1) Reactor coolant pump start

.„(2) Reactor coolant pump trip

(3) Operation of relief valves
I

c. the test acceptance criteria (i.e., acceptable vibration amplitude
etc.), the permissible acceptance devi'ations, and the bases upon
which these criteria were established for components when excEBssive
vibration response is encountered.

I

2. As an alternative to the test program described above, a summary of a
conservative dynamic analysis to demonstrate that the d'isplacetients and
stresses due to the dynamic loadings from the various transient conditions
are within:the allowable limits shall be provided. The summary should
include sketches of the mathematical models, a description of thy dynamic
analysis methods and a summary of the a@st critical stress levels.
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SEISMIC
CATEGORY I
CO>PONENT

ASME Code2/
Class 1 Vessels

rOADINO~ 3/
COMBINATIONS

[UPL or NPL) + .5SSE
EPL
NPL + SSE + DSL

PRIMARY H&fBRANE
+ PR&tARY BENDING STRESS

DESIGN LIHIT

1.5 S
1.8 S

Refer to Appendix
F of Section III

ASHE CODE- 4/
DESIGN LDIIT-

(PAMGRAPH)

NB-3223
NB-3224
NB-3225

Class 1 P.iping

Class 1 Valves
(Non-active)
by Analysis

Class 1 Valves
(Non-'ctive)
by Standard Design

Class 1 Valves
(Active)
by Analysis

Class 1 Valves
(Active)
by Standard Design

Class 1 Pumps
(Non-active)
by Analysis

Class 1 Pumps
(Active)
by Analysis

[UPL or NPL] + .5SSE
EPL
NPL '+ SSE +- DSL

[UPL or NPL] + .5SSE
EPL
NPL + SSE + DSL

[UPL or NPL] + .5SSE
EPL
NPL + SSE + DSL

[UPL or NPL] + .5SSE
EPL
NPL + SSE + DSL

[UPL or NPL] + .5SSE
EPL
NPL + SSE =+ DSL

. [UPL or NPL] + .5SSE
EPL,
NPL + SSE + DSL

[UPL or NPL] + .5SSE
EPL
NPL + SSE + DSL

1.5 Sm
2 25 Sm
3.0

1.5 Sm
1.8 S

Refer to Appendix
F of Section III
1.1 Pr
1.2 P~67/
1.5 Pr

1.5 S

y.g s 8,9 10/
1.5 S

1.1 Pr
1.1 Pr8/
1.1 P

1.65 S

1.8 S

Refer to Appendix
F of Section III

1 ~ 65 Sm
1.65 S ~
1.65 Sm

, NB»3654
NB-.3655

NB-3656'B-3223.

or NB-3512 29.
NB-3224
NB-3225

NB-3223. or NB-3512.25/
NB-3223. or'B-3512.2
NB-3223 or NB-3512.2

NB-3223 o'r NB-341'.
NB-3224
NB-3225

NB-3223 or NB-3411 /
NB-3223 or NB-3411
NB-3223 or NB-3411





SEISMIC
CATEGORY I
COMPONENT

TABLE 3 {Cont'd)

PRDfARY MEMBRANE ASiK CODE-2/
LOADINCP + PRDG&Y BE44DING STRESS, DESIGN LWIT4f

COMBINATIONS DES IGN LIMIT (PARAGRAPH)

ASHES Code-2/I'UPL or NPL) + .5SSE
Class 2 6 3 Vessels EPL
(Sect. VIII;,Div.3.) „. NPL + SSE + DSL

Class' Vessels
(Sect. VIII, Div. 2)

[UPL or NPL) + .5SSE. „. 1.5 S *

EPL 1.8 S

NPL + SSE + DSL Refer to Appendix
F of Section IXI

NB-3223
NB-3224
NB-3225

Class 2 6 3
Piping

Class 2 & 3
Pumps
(Non-ac tive)

[UPL or NPL] + .5SSE
EPL
NPL + SSE + DSL

[UPL or NPL] + .5SSE
EPL
NPL + SSE + DSL

1.2 Sh
1.2 Sh
1.8 Sh

1.65 S

1.8 S

NC-3611. 1(b) (4) (c) (b) (1)13/NC-3611.1 (b) (4) (c) (b) (1)—
NC-3611.1 (b) (4) (c) (b) (2)

Class 2 6 3
Pumps
(Active)

Class 2 6.3 .

Valves,
(Non-active)

Class 2 6 3
Valves
(Active)

fUPL or NPL] + .5SSE
EPL
NPL + SSE + DSL

fUPL or NPL] + .5SSE
EPL ~

NPL + SSE + DSL

fUPL or NPL] + .SSSE
EPL
NPL + SSE + DSL

1.65 S

1 65 S12 14/
1.6$ S

1.1 PrllP614/
1.1 P~





TABLE 3 NOTES

I

Jl UPL - Upset Plant Condition Loadings

NPL - Normal Plant Condition Loadings

SSE - Safe Shutdown Earthquake

EPL - Emergency Plant Condition Loadings

DSL - Dynamic System Loads - (Under Faulted Plant Conditions)

2/ Section IIIof the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code including

the 1972 Winter Addenda thereto.

J3 Identification of the specific transients or events to be con'sidered

under each plant condition will be addressed in a future safety guide.

4/ Applies to all components (vessels, piping, pumps, and valves) that

are relied up'on to cope with the effects of specified plant

conditions.

5/ As an alternate, the design limits specified in NB-3411 and NB-3512.2

for large pumps and large valves, respectively, may be used in con-

)unction wi'th the design limits of NB-3223.

6/ P - The pressure rating corresponding to the maximum transient tempera-

ture for each plant condition, as specified in Tables NB-3531, 1 to 7,

for Class 1 valves or as specified in NC-3500 and ND-3500 for Class 2

and 3 valves, respectively.
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The design limits for the upset and emergency plant conditions are con-

sistent with the limits set forth in a proposed revision to Section III
identified by agenda item 8 72-85 of the Subcommittee on Nuclear Power.

+8 In addition to compliance with the design limits specified, assurance

of operability under all design loading combinations should be pro-

vided by any appropriate combination of the following suggested

measures:

a. in situ testing (e.g., preoperational testing after the component

is installed in the plant).

b. full-scale prototype testing.

c. reduced-scale prototype testing.

d. detailed stress and deformation analyses (&eludes experimental

stress and deformation analyses).

If superposition of test results for other than the combined loading

condition is proposed, the applicability of such a procedure should

be demonstrated. The design limits for non-active pumps and valves

designed by analysis may be used for the applicable loading combina-

tions if assurance is provided by detailed stress and deformation

analyses that operability is not impaired when designed to these

limits. S&ilarly, the primary-pressure ratings (P ) for non-active
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valves designed by standard design rules may be used for the appli-

cable loading combinations if appropriate testing demonstrates that

operability is not impaired when the valve is so rated.

J9 Secondary thermal effects (stresses and deformations) should be

, evaluated for'he loading combinations EPL and NPL + SSE + DSL.

Local effects (peak stresses) need not be considered for these loading

combinations.

10/ Table 1-3.0, "Permanent Strain Limiting Factors," of Appendix I of

the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, may be used

as an aid in, determining the relationship between''design stress and

deformation (see note 2 to Table I-1.2).

11/ Division 1 of Section VIIIof the ASME Boiler and .Pressure Vessel

Code does .not provide rules for design by analysis. If a detailed

analysis is performed, Division 1 vessels should meet, as a minimum,

equations a and b below,

m — '. m 5 Por [UPL or NPLJ + .5SSE or EPL
1.5

m' ', — m 5 for NPL + SSE + DSL
1.5





~ (4
~ ~ ~ ~

where: a ~ prQaary.membrane stress
m

a ~ primary bending stressb

S ~ allowable stress value as specified in Appendix I of
Section IIIof the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

12/ S refers to the allowable stress value as specified in Appendix I of

Section IIIof the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

~13 For the loading combination, EPL, only equation 9 of NC-3651 need be

~14 In addition to compliance with the design limits specified, assurance

of operability under all design loading combinatMns should be pro-

vided by any appropriate combination of the following suggested

measures:

a. in situ testing (e.g., preoperational testing "after the component

is installed in the plant).

b. full-scale prototype testing.

c. reduced-scale prototype testing.

d. detailed stress and deformation analyses (includes experimental

stress and deformation analyses).

'Xf superposition of test results for other than the combined loading

condition is proposed, the applicability of such a procedure should





be demonstrated. The design limits for non-active pumps and valves

may be used for the applicable loading combinations if appropriate

analyses and/or testing as suggested above, confirms that operability

is not impaired when designed to these limits'.




